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About This Content

This expansion for Democracy 3 adds 33 new situations and policies that reflect the more extreme side of politics, all within the
framework of a democracy. Fed up with just adjusting taxes and government spending in the conventional sense? Perhaps you

think your people need the national anthem sung at the start of every news broadcast? or maybe what they are crying out for is a
ban on divorce, or same-sex relationships? Alternatively you might like to close your countries airports to save the environment,

or maybe outright ban private education? How far to the extremes can you take your country and still maintain the support of
the people (and avoid some of them putting a gun to your head). Democracy 3:Extremism, for when fiddling with tax rates

simply isn't enough!
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Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 2 gig

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 256 MB

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 500 MB available space

Sound Card: any
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I'm not going to request a refund. I'm just gonna chalk it up as a learning experience.
The camera bugs out alot, the QTE is pretty shotty, the ghosts tend to glitch through the walls when they chase you, all the
rotting corpses look like the mummies from Ocarina of Time, whenever I pick up an item it sounds like a door opening, once
you've fulfilled an objective the doors just magically unlock (boring), I still don't understand what the fat guy was doing in
there, no idea why the security guard hit my male counterpart over the head in the end, clueless as to why the knife guy wanted
me dead, I saved an unconcious girl in the end so she decided to leave me behind in the burning building (tramp) and the ending
was me laying on the ground surrounded by asian paramedics...and the water in all the toilets was like 1 polygon with no
flushability.. That was terrible.. This game is really enjoyable and I find translation to be perfectly legible. I am so grateful to
finally be able to play this game it my own language. It is certainly a simplified version of PM2 but I actually enjoy that as I
hated having to look up the exact stats needed to get a certain ending. The only problem I have with the actual gameplay is the
festivals. I found it hard to figure out what skills were really needed to win. As for bugs, I noticed some minor glitches in the
girl's face when she moves quickly and sometimes the screen will go dark if I change the game to full screen.. I'm shocked to
see how addictive this little game is considering it's price tag. Sure it has a few flaws, but the fact that I spent 8 hours of play
time in 1 sitting kind of says a lot about how good this game is. It's regular price is only $4 and it goes on sale for like half that
on occasion.

The difficulty curve seems to be well balanced in a way that it's constant and kind of time oriented (meaning the less patient you
are, the more difficult it'll be). The game seems to be very stable, no crashes or even a hint of a glitch anywhere yet. The game
is widescreen only and at low resolution, though it looks fine for what it is and it plays fine on my 4:3 monitor too.

I highly recommend this game to anyone looking for an enjoyable time consuming game.. If you want a party game that is fun,
exciting and can also be fun when playing alone, look no further. brilliant game, closest experience to Steel panthers and asql I
have seen.. A \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING PIZZASHOP GUNDAM!!!!. I 'fly' out of Medford, WI, my local airport. The
highest point in Wisconsin is Timm's Hill, just a few miles NE. This add-on shows a radio tower, which actually exists, but
doesn't show the terrain.

Not worth the money, for this lack of accuracy. TOPOsim? I expected topographic accuracy.. Great game i love it...fun and
relax..
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There is a lot of settings, the catching part is interesting.
The batting part is really hard, i think because the game is getting the position of the controller each frames, but doesn't smooth
it over, meaning that between every time they pull the tracking position, the controller doesn't exist, so if you swing really hard,
you will have only 1 or 2 positions of your controller that will be close to the path of the ball.

It's like the bat is teleporting from known position to known position. it's made clear when you see the ghost of your bat....

. Super cheap. Super limited in content as of right now. There are two acccessible game modes, one of which is defend the
town, and it's a wave shooter in which you duel against AI. The other mode is time trial, in which you draw and shoot targets as
fast as possible, and your total time is recorded for the leader boards. It looks like there's a third mode in development, as it is
not accessible, and it's supposed to be multiplayer duels.

TL;DR
Game is worth the money.. do not buy for local co-op: 5 boring levels for ten minutes :(. Not recommended.
Pros:
+Music in the menu
+Quite good graphics
+Trading cards

Cons:
-Bad gameplay (shooting is broken, controls and movement of main character are annoying)
-Very boring (you can fall asleep unlocking a ton of locks)
-Dumebest AI in the world
-Main story makes no sense
-It costs money... (fortunately i got it for 0,18 EUR so i made profit on cards)

Don't waste your money on this game.. I enjoyed this game until the part where it wanted my character to cast spells. It
totally ruined the game for me. I wish more games would leave magic out of their games.. Before I get to the review I
should add why I recommended this game because it definitely won't appeal to everyone but this is a combination of an
Awareness of Bullying set in a Surreal Lucid Dreaming environment & that is a very original way to spread a
message...

This game starts with the male protagonist, Gil, telling us of less positive sides to his life up to the present day which is
voice acted in an Italian accent simultaneously alongside broken English text on the screen.
The opening scene lands us in Gil's room that can be explored using the common UNITY controls. The first thing that
will grab your attention is the complexity behind the simple act of picking up an interactive item. In most games the
item is taken and ends up in an inventory to use as and when needed BUT here the item can be picked up and there are
a few actions to be done : Zoom Take Leave being the main choices. If you're able to Take the item it will go into the
Inventory (ESC key) otherwise a message will show saying it cannot be taken.
The player can investigate other areas of the room (switching on\/off lamps & opening drawers among them) but the main
objective is obvious as you see a circular light area near the bed to head towards.
Upon entering this lighted circle the screen loads you into Gil's Lucid Dreamworld which takes you down the path leading to
Gil's past school and during this visual walk you see the credit introduction to the game - this was a nice touch that I hadn't
seen used before in an Indie title.
So why is Gil using his Lucid dreaming powers? Well, it's here where Gil will face past school life events that have deep
rooted psychological effects on him and, as we enter areas of the school, Gil (through the voice acting) briefly explains past
scenarios that occurred.
The aim of the game is to help Gil overcome the memories and bury his psycho-traumatic fears by finding items such as keys
to access school areas then, once inside, solve puzzles as dictated by Gil or shown in note hints. I should add one of the first
puzzles has been mentioned in other reviews as being too vague or challenging and I agree to an extent mainly because while
you are in Gil's Lucid dream you have a healthbar in the lower left of the screen that shows as a heart within a circle. This
circle gradually disappears and, as the circle gets shorter, your vision is made blurry and Gil's 'mental' temperament becomes
more erratic. When this circle fades away you restart the level. Luckily there are plenty of 'medicine bottles' to collect that
helps replenish Gil's state of mind. This makes the puzzle solving a lot more challenging as it becomes not only a gradual
time based situation but the blurriness makes it harder to investigate. (I should add that during movements like walking there
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is a blurred sensation where the environment comes into focus each time and this can be awkward for anyone with Motion
Sickness or other similar problems)

The inventory shows as a full-screen layout with block areas to the left where your collected items are stored and, to the
right, is the actions you can do with the items. Personally I feel this inventory can be replaced and just have the item controls
I mentioned above that are seen when investigating an inventory item. This means after you have picked up the medicine
bottles they can be used at a push of a set-button (say Shift key as an example) instead of having to go through the longer
journey of accessing the inventory screen. This will help in a big way with the first puzzle of solving the safe code.
One very immersive side to the game was the sound as it complimented the lucid blur effects used when Gil was succumbing
to this 'dark side' during the repression stages of his Lucid dreaming.
The message within the game touches on a very real & traumatising time that seriously impacts on a young teens development
both socially & within themselves. I admired the unique approach taken in this gameplay towards that subject and, as I said
at the start, it's why I recommend this game. Yes it has its faults and it needs polishing but its got a lot of potential.

~~~~~~~~Liked what you see? You can find more at Have a Word~~~~~~~~~~~~. Super cool maps for multiplayer ;-). This
game great in it's simplicity. Addciting with great graphics and music. Oh and it's pretty darm cheap!. Fun game, this will be my
goto game to burn loads of calories, gets addictive when playing it with your favorite songs.
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